Dadi Janki - 6.6.19 -GCH, London – Evening Class & Farewell
Silence is in the Heart
Today I am going to say ‘Om Shanti’ three times. The hall is full and it is as though the whole world is
present here, with many tuning in on webcast as well. The facilities of science are serving as we sit in
silence. It is science helping us to go into silence. The word ‘silence’ is English but we are sitting in shanti,
peace. First there is love, having faith in the intellect, and then peace and happiness. There are different
words for relationships of love in Hindi: ‘pyaar, prem, preet and sneh.’ Who is Baba speaking to when He
speaks the murli? We don’t find such a Baba at any other time. Only at this short Confluence Age do we
have this purpose of meeting Baba. There is the aim and objective. In Hindi there is ‘bhavna’ and ‘bhasna’
and in Sindhi there is ‘bindi’ – a full stop. Our Baba is Sindhi and He is ours as well as everyone’s. We
learned from Baba how to put a full stop. It doesn’t even take a minute. Just by adding a 0 there is 10,
then 100 and then 1000. So with three dots the bandara is full!
Do you understand the language of the heart and feelings? Love doesn’t have a language. (Today’s class
is full and Dadi is intoxicated.) Tomorrow I am leaving for Shantivan. It is time to get back. Whatever
Baba says, I say ‘Ha Ji.’ I also have to give everyone toli. We have to celebrate a meeting. (There are
many guests this evening.) When someone comes we have to honour them. The feeling and experience
of coming here has to be good. We celebrate a meeting from the heart, but don’t go back into memories of
the past. (Dadi’s lokik relative had come.)
The ‘eyes of the heart’ have opened. From Baba’s heart we receive blessings and medicine. There are
many doctors present today. I am not a patient. I am patient. ‘Patience’ is an English word but when we
have patience we are understanding and don’t come into sound.
Today all have heard news of Sarla Didi. She stayed with me for six years in Pune. Pune is Baba’s child.
Also Premben looked after Pune with such responsibility. Prem means love too. When there is love there
is happiness, power and contentment. Those are the ones who truly understand the secrets and depth of
what Baba is sharing. Sakar Baba had said to send Sarla Didi to the centre in Ahmedabad (Lotus House).
I took her there when it opened. She was a conqueror of Maya and sinful actions and attained her
karmateet stage. She had a deep love. The fire of love inside prevented her from performing any sinful
actions.
The specialities of Sarla Didi were many. You don’t know her like I do. Those who know her maintained
contact and relationship. Foreigners knew her as they often met her in Lotus House. I saw her before
coming abroad. She spoke the truth. She always made sure everyone had facilities and everything was
done properly.
I don’t carry anything. Hansaben is my purse! I am sitting here to take leave and we are going to
Madhuban tomorrow, to Shantivan. When I go to Pandav Bhavan or Gyan Sarovar they ask me why I am
going. Didi Nirmala stays in Gyan Sarovar. I travel around everywhere and my finger is touring the whole
world. (Dadi demonstrated.)
She was Didi of Gujarat but she was my service companion. Wherever Baba sits us for service, He makes
us move. What is my purpose to share this? For Sarlaben. Yesterday I heard she was in a serious
condition and I thought what can I do from far away? In a subtle form I sent my remembrance and sakaash
and today the soul left the body, detached and loved by everyone. Didi gave me her total companionship in
service.
In today’s murli Baba said’ Remember Me’ and imbibe the virtues. The virtues are essential to imbibe. We
have knowledge, not just for speaking, but for bringing into our practical lives. Yoga is not just for sitting.
Of the four subjects the first three are knowledge, yoga and dharna and the last is service which takes
place naturally when the first three are in place. It is automatic. Let the feelings of the heart be natural.
Mandaben
I was sitting with Dadi earlier on today and it was not a question of words – when we want to celebrate a
meeting and give a feeling of belonging then the meeting takes place with the heart and then the drishti.
Dadi was sharing how we have to meet one another. Exchanging very few words and remaining in silence.
Even if Dadi doesn’t want to say anything it does not matter…there is the feeling of closeness and

belonging. This is the effort of how we can have that feeling of belonging to one another. I was telling Dadi
that she is the one who gives us the feeling that we are seen for who we are. Imagine if we did that for
each other!
Dadi Janki
There is science and then silence. The heart is the place where there is silence. Light comes into life. The
life that is to come may it be filled with light. Let me give toli now.
Jayminiben
On behalf of everyone we would like to say from the depth of our heart ‘Thank You’ to Dadi. We have had
so many days with you and we felt we were all met personally. It doesn’t matter where we sit in the Hall;
we all feel this closeness. You took everyone into your heart. Just as Baba is in our heart you are also in
our heart. We give you leave and Hansaben will tell us when you are coming back. Thanks to the team
day and night. Without them we would not have been able to experience Dadi like this. To catch her pulse.
They are so in tune that they know how to turn Dadi around and get her back on track. Devi and Hansa are
double doctors.
Hansaben
All of you have seen me. It is the wonder of God, Baba who has given this responsibility to me. If Dadi
didn’t have courage we wouldn’t have got this far. It is this tremendous courage that inspires me to get her
here. I give thanks for my fortune and to Baba as I have been given this service and I do it with all my
bones and love. I feel the more I serve this soul, it is not enough. Dadi asks sometimes ‘Why am I still in
the body?’ and I say ‘Why not?’ If the Yagya is still here, you are here. Thanks for all the love, care and
hospitality. Everyone looked after us with so much love.
Deviben
I have really enjoyed being here and Baba has put Dadi back on track on the day of travel. Your blessings
reach Dadi and help her too.
Kumarbhai
Just as Hansaben said: if there is a Yagya there is Dadi and with Dadi there is a Yagya. Dadi stayed with
Sarlaben and the sisters in Pune and they have all taken leave now but Dadi is still here. Dadi has lived in
Bharat for the past 12 years, and everyone knows that when she spends time in London when she is not
well, she gets fit again. I have seen this happen. Dadi was in full form when she went to America. And
now she is going back fresh to India and so thanks on behalf of India to the UK family.
We go to Madhuban to get refreshed and Dadi comes here. Madhuban niwasis say that the love the
London family have for Dadi is very real.
Brother Peter sang ‘One Family.’ Each time I sing this song it becomes more true and really resonates
something deeply. There are very few people that I can be with who understand this whole movement of
time and events and where these lyrics hit home. So I am going to sing it really slowly so you hear exactly
what is being said:
‘Feel the spirit rising, hear the mighty shout… We are One Family…’
Mandaben
It was Peter who helped me design this stage… We worked out how everything would be, the steps, the
curtains! Also Kalyanbhai, who is here now, was instrument to build GCH and Diamond House.
Dadi Janki
There is no place like this in the world.
Sarla Didi made wonderful efforts…light, might and everything right… She made effort to go beyond and
we will see where she has gone.
Thank you Baba. Thank you Drama.
OM SHANTI

